Accommodation in Dubrovnik.

**Akademis Academia**
Ulica Marka Maročije 2b
Dubrovnik 20000
+385 (0) 20 437 683

We have secured bedrooms at the Akademis “Academia” which is the first Croatian akademis and owned by the University of Dubrovnik. A short bus journey from the conference venue.

**To Book:**

Rooms available here from 10\(^{th}\) September to 14\(^{th}\) September 2024, prices approximately €100 per night for bed and breakfast. Please click here to book at this hotel, alternatively enter the code CEE24 to book the rooms within our allocation. If you need dates outside of the one given above, please email: akademis@scdu.hr who can arrange this.

Rooms available to book until 26\(^{th}\) July

**Hotel Lapad d.o.o.**
Lapadska obala 37
20000 Dubrovnik

Located next to the conference venue.

We have bedrooms reserved here from 11th – 13th September, they are €250.00 per night. To book here please email Kristina Filippi kristina.filippi@hotel-lapad.hr inform her of your dates and you are part of the University of Dubrovnik Conference, taking place at Department of Economics and Business.

Bedrooms available to book until 10\(^{th}\) July.

Please note RSA does not provide or pay for accommodation of delegates. Every delegate must book and pay their own travel and accommodation in Dubrovnik during the 2024 RSA CEE conference.